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HAPPY HOLIDAYS & BEST WISHES 2021!

KONTAKT- AN INFORMATIOUNSBLAT VUN DER CSV BETZDER

SYLVETTE SCHMIT-WEIGEL, 3 YEARS COUNCILLOR AND SINCE
SEPTEMBER 2ND ALDERMAN OF THE COMMUNE
I am 75 years old and have lived in Banzelt
since 1978. I have always been attracted
by the values and ideas of the CSV, but I
have never been active in politics. Thanks
to a good friend, René Paulus, I got involved in municipal politics. I would like to
thank him very much, because today it
gives me great pleasure to be fully involved and to contribute my know-how and
experience in the interest of the citizens
of our municipality. The most important
thing for me is good and loyal cooperation. I am glad to see this attitude again,
because at the end of the day we all work
for the citizens of our municipality. This
frank collaboration is the only way we can
develop and realise the many ambitious
projects we have decided on. In these dif-

ficult times, I try as much and as often as
possible to get in touch with older people
and to find out about their well-being and
the difficulties they have to overcome.
What also makes me very happy is the development of our community, where in recent years so many positive projects have
come to fruition. I would like to mention
the construction of the fire station, the
development of the school infrastructure,
and the social measures taken for our elderly, our young people and our children.
Finally, I would like to highlight the major
efforts we are making to create affordable
housing. All this is only possible with our
coalition partner and the good collaboration between the two partners. I am
also trying to have an attentive ear for

the communal staff without whom many
actions and many projects would not be
possible. Together, we will succeed in our
action programme with which we aim
to maintain a good quality of life in our
beautiful municipality and to preserve the
well-being of all its citizens. We must also
support our craft enterprises, because
for me they are an important part of our
community. The important slogan of the
moment is to be there for each other: this
is how we can master the Covid-19 crisis.
I wish you all good health and take care
of you. So we will meet again with great
pleasure and make a new start for 2021.
SCHMIT-WEIGEL SYLVETTE
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CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CRISIS,
CLIMATE CATASTROPHE OR CLIMATE RESILIENCE?
both new buildings. Over the next few years,
further systems will be installed in Berg and
Roodt-sur-Syre to complete the park.
The municipality will continue to provide financial support to private individuals for
the installation of photovoltaic systems.
In parallel with the implementation of these
facilities, we are also trying to drastically reduce consumption by increasing the energy
efficiency of our municipal infrastructure.
Whatever the term used, at the end of the day
it is clear that we all need to act to prevent
climate change leading humanity to catastrophe. Thus everyone must contribute to
significantly reducing, among other things,
harmful emissions and the negative impact
on the environment in general.

To this end, we have developed a four-year
plan with our coalition partner to gradually
exchange all street lamps into efficient LED
lighting.

The municipality of Betzdorf therefore thinks
globally and acts locally to make its contribution.

In 2013 the municipality signed the climate
pact with the Luxembourg State. This pact
commits the municipality to implement various measures in the field of climate protection and in return receives financial support.

To this end, the CSV Betzder is focusing more
and more on the production of renewable
energies in its policy. First of all, solar energy
produced by photovoltaic installations.
Today the municipality has only one photovoltaic system in Olingen (church roof). Taking into account the private installations,
we produce only 7.5% of the total electricity
consumption in our community from renewable sources.
This is why the CSV, together with its coalition
partner, recently set itself an ambitious goal
to be achieved within the framework of the
Climate Pact. Until 2030, we aim to increase
production by more than 300% in order to
produce 25% of total electricity consumption
from renewable energies.
For this reason, the municipality is investing
in new large photovoltaic systems in a targeted manner. A first system will be operational
at the beginning of 2021. It will be installed
at the sports hall in Roodt-sur-Syre and produces 190 kWp. In the same year, another
system with almost 200 kWp will be installed
on the technical hall in Berg. Further photovoltaic systems will be installed on the new
crèche and tennis hall in Roodt-sur-Syre,

Climate pact, climate adviser, climate team:
words that may not be familiar to all citizens.

Supported by an external climate advisor
and a climate team, the CSV works with its
partners on many small and large measures
to contribute our share to climate protection.
On this occasion, the municipality of Betzdorf
drew up a charter and set itself ambitious
goals. In addition to energy saving and the
use of renewable energies, the focus is also
on the more sustainable development of
our community.
The new crèche in Roodt-sur-Syre will meet
all these objectives. The focus is on reducing
energy consumption. Sunlight and heat from
the sun are used primarily to reduce total
consumption. The rest of the energy is obtained 100% from renewable energy sources.
New construction methods based on the
principles of a circular economy will be used:
all materials used during construction must
be able to be reused later for other purposes. Nothing is glued, everything is screwed
or tightened so that everything can be easily
disassembled.

The building material for this crèche comes
mainly from the region. Here too, the principles of circular economy will be applied: for
example, Rothoicht clay, which was dredged
during the construction of the fire station, is
used to build the walls. Some of the wood comes from the Café de l’Amérique in Olingen
and the old school in Betzdorf.
In the field of waste management, the targets are no less ambitious. We want to
achieve a minimum recycling quota of 65%
and residual waste should be reduced to 150
kg/inhabitant per year. In order to comply
with the new Waste Act, the municipality will
apply the polluter pays principle. From 2022
onwards, the residual waste collected in the
bins will be weighed.
However, before applying the polluter-pays
principle, the municipality is planning a first
phase, the aim of which is to raise citizens’
awareness in order to produce less waste
and recycle more. Everyone will have the
opportunity to change their habits without
incurring extra expenses. In a second phase,
households and businesses will be charged
according to the polluter-pays principle.
In our municipality, we are also focusing on
the development of active mobility. Apart
from the new cycle path between Roodt-surSyre and Niederanven, which will be ready
at the beginning of 2021, the N1 in Berg and
Roodt-sur-Syre will be redeveloped to provide more space for bicycles and pedestrians.
In terms of electromobility, 2 additional
charging stations (Chargy) were commissioned in 2020 (in Roodt-sur-Syre near the
school and at Nico Maria Klein Square). In
2021, 3 more charging points will be added
(Betzdorf, Olingen and Mensdorf).
In addition, from 2021 onwards, municipal
services will only use 100% electric cars.
Even if, on the whole, all these measures are
only small steps, they help to stop climate
change.
MARC RIES

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2020

04.02.2020
A beautiful general assembly in the presence of party chairman Frank Engel, district chairman Max Hengel and MP & mayor Léon Gloden.

TOGETHER WE‘LL GET THROUGH IT!
2020 will go down in human history as a
year marked by the suffering of those affected by SARS-Cov2, the restrictions that
have significantly changed everyday life in
family life, society and the economy. 2020
ends above all with a lot of uncertainty.

should not be forgotten once the pandemic has been eliminated.
It is good to see that there is so much
solidarity in our society in these difficult
times. Sometimes a small gesture can
bring great joy to the other.

This period that we are living through is a
source of a lot of stress and weariness that
has been observable for several weeks.
However, we must remain vigilant to protect
all of us.
Perhaps we can take advantage of the
slowdown in daily life and use this time to
take care of all the things that are so dear
to us: family, solidarity, helping each other,
more consideration and respect, more cohesion, gratitude, keeping courage and not losing hope... and above all keep smiling!

We can all make our contribution, by observing the basic sanitary rules and standing together under the motto «united we
stand, divided we fall».
We are thinking above all of the people
who devote themselves through their
work to the maintenance of the medical
system and also to those who provide the
activities necessary for the basic functioning of our economy and society. A big
THANK YOU to all these people! They

We remain confident for the future and
are already looking forward to spending
some pleasant moments together again.
LYNN ZOVILÉ, MICHÈLE SCHLINK
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OUR REPRESENTATIVES AT THE SERVICE
OF THE CITIZENS OF THE MUNICIPALITY

MARC RIES
1st alderman
Tel. 621 381 244
@ marc.ries@betzder.lu

AGENDA

SYLVETTE SCHMIT-WEIGEL
2nd alderman
Tel. 621 160 165
@ weigelsc@pt.lu

In view of the current health crisis,
and above all because of the
uncertainty surrounding a date for
a return to normal, we are unable to
establish our traditional action programme for the financial year 2021.
However, dates will be communicated in the short term on www.
Betzder.csv.lu and f/CSV Betzder.

OLI SIGURDSSON
Councillor
Tel. 661 377 458
@ olafur@pt.lu

DO YOU WANT TO COLLABORATE?
BRINGING IDEAS OR ADVICE?
HAVE A NICE AND PLEASANT TIME?
YOU ARE WELCOME!
Tel. 621 415 705 (Lynn Zovilé, President)
@betzder@csv.lu

THE CSV
BETZDER TEAM

From left to right : Christian Louis, Marc Hemmerling, Carole Engel, Liette Kremer, Michèle Schlink, Lynn Zovilé, Paul Dupont,
Sylvette Schmit-Weigel, Pierre Bintz, Jean-Marc Baldato, Marc Ries, Oli Sigurdsson, Marie-Josée Frank, Dina Post.

